
ossocane
a unique design that reduces joint fatigue and enables 
those who use a cane to walk further, longer.



the osso cane is intended for users who are still 
relatively active but slowing down. this product 

gives them the spring in their step they once had 
in a clever and quirky way.  
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this project came to fruition when hearing about 
my grandmother taking a spill on one of her 
daily morning walks. she later found out that she 
sprained her wrist. how often do incidents like 
these happen and what is out there to prevent 

them? 



research

19,700older adults die from injuries 
sustained during falls

a few important statistics 
found and recorded 
from the research done. 
what is important is that 
slips, trips, and falls 
are one of the leading 
causes of elderly 
deaths. 

19,700older adults die from injuries 
sustained during falls



20-30%of falls result in hip fractures and 
head traumas

1/3more than            of adults 65+ fall 
each year and fewer than             
of them discuss it with 
their doctor
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market research

these are the different 
types of commercial 
walking aids available. 
upon more research, I 
noted some pros and 
cons of how they were 
used on a daily basis

basic cane arm assist four footed 4 legged walker
+ light and portable
- not enough support

+ light and portable
+ more support
- no adjustability

+ stable and sturdy
- not comfortable

+ sturdy and strong
- tiring over time



2 wheeled walker 4 wheeled walker
+ easy to use
- no back support

+ easy to move
- bulky and hard to 
transport

frank is seen here 
using a four wheeled 
walker. this aid is the 
heaviest and largest 
of the group. could he 
use something lighter 
or more portable to get 
around?



there were already some directions to move 
forward with just from the information gained from 
market research. the following are a wide variety 
of concepts aiming at lightening the load being 

carried along with a beneficial feature.



conceptualization

1 a lighter, and more 
maneuverable version 
of a four wheeled 
walker

2 a cane that reduces 
what is needed on short 
trips to town

1 2

concepts generated 
from the research show 
a breadth of concepts 
attempting to find an 
ideal place to continue 
the ideation process



3 the Caddy chair. 
one configuration is a 
wheelchair. the other is a 
walker

5 a cane that catches the 
user if they stumble or 
trip

3 4

4 modeled after baby 
walkers. this allows the 
user to spin 360 degrees 
standing or sitting

5



6 a minimal walker 
that folds in a compact 
arrangement for easy 
storage

7 a cane that has a 
pivoting arm that ‘flexes’ 
for comfort

6

7



from here two concepts stood out; one that allowed 
the user to easily maneuver around household 
obstacles and another that eases the joints while 
walking or resting. both concepts were strong 

enough to iterate on. 



iteration

1 an evolution from an 
early concept, this was 
intended for the home or 
small trips to town

2 like concept 7, this idea 
was ideal for short to long 
trips out

2

1



2 this idea took on many 
iterations before  the final 
concept. this idea worked 
out the best especially for 
its intention: short or long 
walks outside.

1

2

1 utilizing the same flexing 
leg as 2, this idea evovled 
into a four wheeled walker. 
this concept strayed away 
from the original project 
overview.



from the iterative process, the cane showed to 
be more originial, keeping with the goals of the 
product being lighter and offering something 
beneficial to the user. the next step was to test this 

design to see if if was feasable. 



proof of concept

the prototype was 
made from blue foam, 
cut with a bandsaw, 
and smoothed out with 
sandpaper. tape holds 
the joints together as 
well as wire.



useability testing showed that this model was a 
little uncomfortable to use. the handle bent down 
when the cane flexed and put a lot of pressure on 
the wrist. the hinge-pivoting mechanism was also 
too complicated and could be simplified. from 

there the final concept was born.



final concept

the final concept fixed 
all that was bothersome 
about the originial 
model. the final concept 
also went under iteration 
until a final prototype 
was made



this sketch shows how 
the cane works. its 
center of movement is 
inline with osso’s handle 
while still maintaining 
the overall look



these sketches show 
a diagram of osso’s 
suspension. the leg slides 
up and down the main 
shaft. tension is held by 
the top joint and by the 
shaft when the leg is 
routed through it



final prototype

testing this prototype 
really eccentuates 
how the leg flexes and 
moves up and down. 
the form has also been 
refined more before 
modeling in CAD 



the final prototype showed just how well osso 
works. the motion was fluid and the cane in 
general was much more comfortable to use. 
the refined shape of the prototype really led 
to the final design of the cane. its long curving 
lines and simple shape along with the leg’s thin 

features led osso to look like it ‘hovered’  



final design

the overall shape 
and look of the cane 
mimick the fibula and 
tibia. the movement of 
the leg mimick that of 
a human muscle.  

osso’s shape mimicks 
the bone structure of a   
human leg 

carbon leg flexes when 
pressure is applied

force pushes the main shaft down with 
the leg moves up and curves to reveal 
its bone-like shape



final design

the handle is to be 
made separately from 
the main body. it will be 
made from aluminum 
with a soft rubber 
cushion that enhances 
grip and comfort 

covered in a soft rubber for better grip and feel

semi-rounded edge for added comfort while resting



final design

osso is adjustable in 
height by trimming the 
bottom leg. tension will 
also be adjustable by 
an osso salesperson 



final design

osso will also be made 
out of maple wood. 
the wooden main body 
wont be nearly as 
strong as aluminum but 
strong enough to be 
unnoticeable



final design

detailed view of the 
joint and shaft that the 
leg travels through. 



ossocane


